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Abstract There is a debate on the folding of proteins with
inverted sequences. Theoretical approaches and experiments
give contradictory results. Many proteins in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) show conspicuous inverse sequence similarity (ISS)
to each other. Here we analyze whether this ISS is related to
structural similarity. For the ¢rst time, we performed a large
scale three-dimensional (3-D) superposition of corresponding
CK atoms of forwardly and inversely aligned proteins and tested
the degree of secondary structure identity between them. Com-
paring proteins of less than 50% pairwise sequence identity, only
0.5% of the inversely aligned pairs had similar folds (99 out of
19 073), whereas about 9% of forwardly aligned proteins in the
same score and length range show similar 3-D structures (1731
out of 19 248). This observation strongly supports the view that
the inversion of sequences in almost all cases leads to a di¡erent
folding property of the protein. Inverted sequences are thus
suitable as protein-like sequences for control purposes without
relations to existing proteins.
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1. Introduction
Proteins with su⁄cient sequence similarity can be expected
to have a similar fold. We here raise the question whether also
inverse sequence similarity (ISS) is an indicator of structural
similarity. It has been shown before that many proteins in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) show ISS [1]. A key point in this
issue is the question whether a protein with an inverted se-
quence would fold to a structure similar to the ‘forward’ pro-
tein. An inverted protein has the same amino acid composi-
tion, hydropathy pro¢le and periodicity as the corresponding
forward protein, and the periodicity of helices is maintained.
As early as 1986, Taylor [2] supposed to use inverted se-
quences as a control group resembling real proteins. Later, it
was suggested that inverted proteins might have the mirror
image structure of the original protein [3], but later computa-
tional lattice model studies on the inverted B domain of pro-
tein A by Olszewski et al. [4] revealed that it should adopt the
same structure as the forward protein but be somewhat less
stable. Olszewski also argued that a mirror structure is not
feasible due to the occurrence of left-handed K-helices in the
mirrored structure.
Di¡erent groups then started to synthesize inverted pro-
teins. Lacroix et al. [5] synthesized the inverted B domain of
protein A, the SH3 domain of K-spectrin and the B1 domain
of protein G ^ proteins of three di¡erent folding types. They
found all three inverted proteins to be unfolded. Inverted
ubiquitin also does not fold, neither if synthesized syntheti-
cally (unpublished results) nor if expressed in Escherichia coli
[6]. Witte et al. [7] again synthesized the inverted B domain of
protein A and found it to be stable after addition of tri£uoro-
ethanol which stabilizes K-helical structures. Circular dichro-
ism (CD) spectroscopy revealed that the protein adopts a
similar structure to the forward B domain. Another protein
showed to adopt a stable fold when inverted is the GCN4
leucine zipper (35 amino acids) [8]. GCN4 was the ¢rst ret-
ro-protein crystallized [9]. The structure of the dimer could be
perfectly superposed with the structure of the native protein
(root mean square deviation (rmsd) 0.37 AF ), and the inverse
protein forms stable tetramers.
Another functional protein with inverted parts is K-hemo-
lysin (175 amino acids) with a retro-transmembrane domain
of 25 amino acids [10]. The mutant protein formed functional
pores with similar properties to the wild-type protein.
It was shown that secondary structure prediction methods
in most cases give coinciding predictions for inverted proteins
and their forward analogs, and that the prediction accuracy
rises by 4% if forward and backward predictions coincide [11].
In contrast to proteins, much more is known about smaller
peptides with inverted sequences. Retro-inverso-peptides (re-
versed peptides consisting of D instead of L amino acids)
mostly have structures very similar to the original peptide
and have a long history as peptidomimetics (for review see
[12,13]). Retro-inverso-analogs of peptides can even bind to
antibodies raised against the original protein and stimulate
antibody formation themselves [14].
Many authors also found that peptides and even whole
proteins consisting of D amino acids form the mirror image
structure of the respective L amino acid protein (for review see
[15]). A clear result was provided by the synthesis of the
complete D-human immunode¢ciency virus (HIV) protease
which showed reciprocal chiral speci¢city on peptide sub-
strates and inhibitors [16].
In general, it remains unclear whether proteins fold if their
sequence is inverted and whether the resulting structure is
related to the structure of the original protein. The question
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if and to what extent the direction of the protein chain is
important for folding still remains.
2. Materials and methods
Coordinate ¢les of the proteins were taken from the PDB [17,18].
Culled subsets of the PDB with several sequence identity thresholds
were obtained from the internet site of the Dunbrack group [19].
Sequences and structures of the domains in the SCOP database [20]
with a homology threshold of 40% were obtained from http://astral.
stanford.edu/.
Sequence alignment was performed by using the gapped BLAST
algorithm [21,22] with standard parameters (BLOSUM62 matrix
[23^25], gap creation penalty 11, gap extension penalty 1 with ¢ltering
for low complexity). Hits with an expectation value of 9 10 were
regarded as promising sequence alignments.
To make the forward alignments comparable to the inverse ones,
both should have a similar score and length distribution. For each
inverse alignment, we chose out of the pool of forward alignments the
one which has the smallest deviation in length and score to the inverse
alignment. Each forward alignment was allowed to appear only once
in the data set. The new data sets contain equal numbers of align-
ments which have the same length and score distribution.
As a further control, each sequence was shu¥ed. The new sequen-
ces were aligned against the original sequences again. The shu¥ing
conserves the length and amino acid composition of the proteins.
To estimate the relevance of the frequency of amino acid tuples in
the query protein, we also generated new sequences with the same
length distribution as in the original data set by using Markov models
conserving the frequency of duplets, triples and quadruples of amino
acids. These sequences were also aligned against the original forward
sequences. To test the structural relevance of an alignment, we calcu-
lated the rmsd of the superimposed CK atoms corresponding to each
other in the alignment [26].
To test whether the optimal structural superposition of two struc-
tures without prior allocation of corresponding atom pairs leads to
the same result as obtained by sequence alignment, we used the super-
position algorithm described in [27] with a cut-o¡ of 4 AF .
The application and all data can be obtained from the authors on
request.
3. Results
Since many proteins and their strong relatives occur several
times in the PDB and would lead to a biased statistic, we
decided to use a culled PDB data set of 3904 proteins with
a sequence identity threshold of 50% [19]. As indicated in
Table 1, we found 1.25 times as much inverse than shu¥ed
(‘by chance’) alignments. This shows that there exists consid-
erable inverse similarity between proteins. Taking the number
of shu¥ed alignments as background, 54% of the forward
alignments and 20% of the inverse alignments are beyond
the threshold of pure chance. Also if the shu¥ing procedure
is done using Markov models conserving the frequency of
amino acid duplets, triples and quadruples, the number of
inverse alignments still exceeded the number of shu¥ed align-
ments (Table 1). The distribution of scores and lengths in the
shu¥ed alignments was identical to the inverse alignments
(Fig. 1). Since the number of inverse alignments was even
higher than the number of alignments with proteins of qua-
druple frequencies equal to native proteins, we think that in-
verted sequences not only resemble native proteins concerning
amino acid pairs, triples and quadruples, but also obey some
more complex sequence rules. These might concern long range
correlations or periodicities.
To avoid ambiguous inverse sequence alignments, we only
consider sequence alignments which reach a better score in
inverse than in forward direction. For this purpose, every
pair of inversely aligned sequences was also aligned in the
forward direction. We get 26 315 sequence pairs with better
score in inverse direction.
We generated a subset of the forward sequence alignments
(see Section 2) with an equal number of entries and showing
score and length distribution equal to the inverse sequence
alignments.
We searched for di¡erences between the forward and in-
verse sequence alignments. For both, we compared the length
of continuous patches of identical or similar amino acid res-
idues (denoted with ‘+’ by BLAST), identical, hydrophilic and
hydrophobic patches, the distribution of gaps with di¡erent
lengths, the frequencies of single amino acids and the match-
ing frequency per amino acid and between di¡erent amino
Table 1
Numbers of alignments against the PDB (culled with homology
threshold of 50%) using di¡erent data sets
Data set number of alignments
Shu¥ed 21 761
MM 20 791
MM (pairs maintained) 21 669
MM (triples maintained) 23 130
MM (quadruples maintained) 24 469
Inverse 27 295
Forward 47 303
‘Shu¥ed’: obtained by shu¥ing the amino acids of each single pro-
tein; MM: obtained using Markov models.
Fig. 1. Score (A) and length (B) distribution of inverse and shu¥ed
alignments and alignments between proteins generated by Markov
models conserving the amino acid pairs, duplets and quadruples, re-
spectively. His tags have been removed. The diagrams show the
fractions of alignments in windows of one score unit or three length
units, respectively. The distributions are very much alike.
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acids. No signi¢cant di¡erence between forward and inverse
sequence alignments could be found.
Obviously, there exists considerable ISS in proteins. The
important question is whether this is coincided with structural
similarity, or, in other words, whether this sequence similarity
is meaningful. To evaluate this question, we superimposed the
corresponding CK atoms of the aligned regions of both pro-
teins. To test the hypothesis that inverse sequences form the
mirror image of the forward structure, we also superposed the
mirror images of the inversely aligned proteins with the for-
ward proteins.
To estimate which rmsd is indicative of a similar fold be-
tween both aligned parts, we aligned and superposed 3600
domains from the SCOP database [20] with less than 40%
sequence identity by the same procedure (see Section 2). The
SCOP database has the advantage that the comprising do-
mains are divided in superfamilies, so one can tell whether
two domains share the same fold or not. If the rmsd between
these domains is plotted against the length of the alignment
(not counting the gaps), the alignments can be clearly sepa-
rated into two groups. A threshold of an rmsd (in AF ) less than
a tenth of the alignment length accurately separates proteins
of the same superfamily from pairs of unrelated proteins (Fig.
2A). Not counting alignments of a domain with itself, the
threshold line leads to an identi¢cation of 6996 out of 8369
(83.6%) alignments between proteins belonging to the same
superfamily or identi¢cates 28 109 of 28 549 (98.5%) of align-
ments between proteins of di¡erent superfamilies (Table 2)
and can thus be considered as reasonable.
The same plot of the forward alignments of the PDB (Fig.
2B) also clearly shows two distinct groups of alignments. Ap-
plying the same threshold line, 1731 of the aligned protein
pairs have a similar structure to each other. In contrast, the
inverse alignments (Fig. 2C) only contain 99 pairs of proteins
below the threshold line. 72 of them represent helical struc-
Fig. 2. Rmsd of aligned protein parts vs. length of the alignment without gaps. A: Domains from SCOP database. Red: belonging to the same
superfamily; Blue: belonging to di¡erent superfamilies. B: Forward alignments from culled PDB. C: Inverse alignments from culled PDB.
D: Mirrored structures of inversely aligned proteins. Line: upper threshold for ‘good’ structural superposition. Highlighted dot in C: example
alignment of Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Inverse similarity of aldolase (1EUA) and glycerol dehydro-
genase (1JQ5). A: Both proteins show very similar structures with
opposite backbone direction. B: Sequence of the aligned part of
1JQ5. C: Part of the inverted 1EUA aligned to 1JQ5 by BLAST.
D: Amino acids of 1EUA associated to 1JQ5 by structural align-
ment. The superposition algorithm detects that the proteins ¢t
above each other in opposite direction and leads to an allocation of
amino acids similar to the one found by the inverse BLAST run
(compare lines C and D).
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tures up to a length of 49 amino acid residues. Superposition
of mirrored structures (Fig. 2D) in only 17 cases leads to rmsd
values below the threshold line.
Most of the alignments of SCOP domains below the thresh-
old line (94%) are alignments between proteins of the same
superfamily (Table 2). In the case of inverse sequence align-
ments, only seven examples showing sizes in the domain range
(more than 50 amino acid residues) appear below the thresh-
old line. Two of them represent pairs of protein structures
which are similar only concerning their general shape: 1,4-L-
D-xylan-xylanohydrolase with transcription factor malt (PDB
codes 1XYZ and 1HZ4, respectively; alignment length 184)
and alkaline protease with rhamnogalacturonase A (PDB co-
des 1KAP and 1RMG, respectively; alignment length 136).
The ¢rst two proteins form horseshoe-like structures, the sec-
ond pair represents longer cylindrical structures built from
L-sheets. In both pairs the elements of secondary structures
are not superimposed. In consequence, both examples should
be considered as false positives.
As the best example, the structures of aligned parts of al-
dolase and glycerol dehydrogenase (PDB codes 1EUA and
1JQ5, respectively), the highlighted dot in Fig. 2C, are shown
in Fig. 3. In the inverse BLAST run, the score was 29.6 while
the score of the corresponding forward sequence alignment is
only 13.9. A superposition of the corresponding 76 CK atoms
leads to an rmsd of 6.6 AF whereas a superposition in forward
direction gives an rmsd of 11.4 AF . An automatic optimal
superposition without allocating the corresponding atom pairs
of both proteins overlays 41 of 76 CK atoms with an rmsd of
1.73 AF . The algorithm automatically detects that the proteins
have to be superimposed in backward and not in forward
direction, and the found structural alignment resembles the
inverse sequence alignment (Fig. 3).
Since the secondary structure prediction of inverted sequen-
ces yields nearly the same results as for the respective native
proteins, we analyzed the fraction of secondary structure iden-
tity of inversely versus forwardly aligned and randomized
proteins of the same score and length quality (Fig. 4). In all
cases, i.e. summing all secondary structure elements as well as
considering only helices or sheets, the inverse alignments lie
between shu¥ed and forward alignments. Note that the frac-
tion seems to be relatively high in the randomized alignments
due to the fact that a high proportion of proteins adopt
coiled, helical or sheet conformation.
4. Discussion
In the PDB, one ¢nds a surprising number of inverse se-
quence alignments showing a similarity in the so-called twi-
light zone of 20^35% sequence identity [28]. Amazingly, the
number of inverse sequence alignments is clearly larger than
one would expect by chance. The reason remains unknown.
In contrast to further studies which focused on sequence
comparison [2], we here show a detailed large scale three-di-
mensional (3-D) superposition of all inversely sequence sim-
ilar protein pairs within a set of proteins from the PDB. The
resulting rmsd values are compared to rmsd values obtained
by superposing forwardly aligned proteins. To be sure of not
missing eventually structurally similar pairs with low ISS, we
superposed all found pairs regardless of alignment score and
length. As a control, we also studied alignments between
shu¥ed sequences and sequences with pair correlations equal
to real proteins. We further tested the hypothesis that proteins
with inverted sequences might form the mirror image of the
native protein.
Our data clearly show that the occurrence of ISS is not
indicative for 3-D similarity. The fraction of meaningful for-
ward sequence alignments (9.0%) was much larger than the
fraction of meaningful inverse sequence alignments (0.5%).
This is astonishing since all neighbor e¡ects of the comprising
amino acids as well as the amino acid composition are con-
served in inverted sequences. Our results clearly exclude mir-
rored protein structures of inverted sequences. Furthermore,
the very low number of similar 3-D structures between in-
versely similar proteins suggests that the inversion of protein
sequences probably leads to unfolded proteins or structures
with di¡erent folds than the original protein. Inversion of
protein sequences can thus be considered as a shu¥ing meth-
od to get a reference group with conservation of the amino
acid composition, all neighbor e¡ects and periodicities but
having folding characteristics of random proteins [2].
Interestingly, the GCN4 leucine zipper which was shown to
keep its 3-D fold upon inversion of the sequence shows no ISS
with itself : The GCN4 leucine zipper with the PDB code
1GCM was included in our data set but yielded no inverse
BLAST hit with itself. This supports the ¢nding that short
helices keep their conformation when the sequence is inverted
(note the 72 examples of short helices we found). The high
Fig. 4. Histograms showing the percentage of identical secondary
structures between forwardly and inversely aligned proteins as well
as shu¥ed proteins (the secondary structure classi¢cation of each
amino acid was maintained). Black bars: overall percentage of iden-
tical secondary structure; gray bars: percentage of K-helical confor-
mation in amino acids aligned to K-helices; white bars: percentage
of L-sheet conformation in amino acids aligned to L-sheets.
Table 2
Numbers of ‘true’ (same superfamily) and ‘false’ (di¡erent superfam-
ily) alignments between domains of the SCOP database with less
than 40% sequence identity
# Total # True # False
Scop 36 918 8 369 28 549
Scop uT 7 436 6 996 440
Scop aT 29 482 1 373 28 109
Alignments of a protein with itself are not counted. uT: under
threshold line, rmsd9 length/10; aT: above threshold line,
rmsds length/10.
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proportion of folded helices with inverted sequences suggests
that the folding of helices is probably only weakly dependent
on sequence order. Obviously, helices are much more stable to
inversion than other structures. Therefore, we suppose that
the folding capacity of a protein is not primarily determined
by the helices ^ in contrast, turns seem to play a much more
important role.
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